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Space Assault

Save the world from attacking hordes of enemy alien beings by destroying as many invaders as possible! Score points for every enemy ship you destroy! Win bonus points by blasting the parent ships!
Loading Instructions

Make sure the left joystick is properly connected to the computer. Turn on the TV and turn the volume up slightly. Insert the Space Assault cartridge in the slot on the right side of the computer, then turn on the computer.

Introduction

The object of Space Assault is to get the highest possible score by eliminating as many invaders as you can before they eliminate you. Your valiant efforts to destroy the enemy will always be thwarted because they will continually receive fresh reinforcements. If you survive the onslaught long enough, you will be aided by other defenders who will help you make a final stand against the hostile enemy.

Using the Joystick

Space Assault requires the use of a joystick. Move the joystick to the left to make your defender move to the left on the screen. Move the joystick to the right to move your defender to the right. The forward and back motion of the controller has no effect at the Beginner’s Level.

At the Expert Level, pushing the joystick forward will move your defender part way up (towards the top of the tv screen). Pull back on the stick to move your defender down on the screen.
Starting the Game

After inserting the Space Assault cartridge into your TRS-80 Color Computer, the screen will show:

** SPACE ASSAULT **
HIGH SCORE: 000000
SCORE: 000000

1. BEGINNER
2. EXPERT...

SELECT (1-2)

The first two lines will show the highest score you have achieved so far in this series of games, and the score of the last game. Since you are just beginning play, both scores should be set to 000000.

You have a choice of two levels of skill, Beginner or Expert. At the Beginner level, the action is not as fast-paced as the Expert level, and bunkers are provided for extra protection. These bunkers afford only temporary security, since they break away when hit by enemy missiles or your own misguided shots.

The faster action of the expert level is not the only difference between the two skill levels. Bunkers are not provided for players at the expert level. Your defenders will be totally unprotected from the advancing enemy! However, you can move your defender vertically as well as horizontally.
Playing the Game

To begin play, press 1 or 2 to select the desired skill level. The invaders will immediately appear; their troops mercilessly dropping a constant barrage of missiles.

Luckily, your defender has been supplied with unlimited ammunition to ward off the attack. Position your defender to fire directly into the ranks by moving the joystick on your controller. Press the fire button repeatedly to fire your missiles.

At both levels, two extra defenders wait in the upper left corner of the screen, ready to replace the original defender as soon as it is destroyed by enemy fire. You can also earn additional defenders by skillful marksmanship.

At the Beginner level, you will receive one additional defender after destroying the first wave (full screen) of attacking aliens. You will then receive one more defender by destroying the third wave of attackers, and upon the complete destruction of every eighth wave thereafter.

At the Expert level, it becomes more difficult to get extra defenders. The first additional defender will join your ranks after you have destroyed the fourth wave of aliens. No other defenders will be added until you have destroyed eight waves of alien beings. One more defender will be added after the complete destruction of every subsequent eighth wave.
Occasionally, a "parent ship" will streak across the top of the screen. The parent ship does not drop bombs, but destroying one will increase your score substantially.

As you destroy more and more invaders, the remaining invaders become more aggressive and shower the field with heavier rounds of missiles. The battle will continue to wage until all your defenders have been destroyed.

Be forewarned... it is impossible to destroy all the enemy ships since they will always be replaced with fresh troops. If the battle becomes too heated for you, surrender by pressing the **BREAK** key.

When all of your defenders have been destroyed (or you surrender), the opening screen will appear, showing the score of this last battle and the highest score achieved since you started this current series of confrontations.
Scoring Points

Your score will be determined by the position of the ship in the enemy’s ranks. The ships in the lowest row (nearest to the bottom of the screen) are worth 10 points each. The next ships (in the second row) are worth 20 points apiece. Ships in the third row are worth 30 points each, fourth row ships score 40 points apiece, and destroying a ship in the top row earns you 50 points.

In addition, you can get extra points (20-90) when you destroy a parent ship. You can also destroy missiles in mid-air before they destroy you. Although no points will be awarded, this can be an excellent defense tactic in your overall strategy.

Starting Over

After you have gone down to total defeat (or surrendered), the opening screen will appear again. To play again (at the same skill level), press the fire button, or press 1 or 2 to change the level of difficulty. The aliens will re-group and the battle will begin again. To set the score counters to 000000, press the [RESET] button on the back of the Color Computer.

GOOD LUCK!!

(You’ll need it!)
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
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